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Abstract: We describe different optimization techniques to perform the assembly of finite
element matrices in Matlab and Octave, from the standard approach to recent vectorized ones,
without any low level language used. We finally obtain a simple and efficient vectorized algorithm
able to compete in performance with dedicated software such as FreeFEM++. The principle of
this assembly algorithm is general, we present it for different matrices in the P1 finite elements
case and in linear elasticity. We present numerical results which illustrate the computational costs
of the different approaches.
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Optimisation de l’assemblage de matrices éléments
finis sous Matlab et Octave
Résumé : L’objectif est de décrire différentes techniques d’optimisation, sous
Matlab/Octave, de routines d’assemblage de matrices éléments finis, en partant de
l’approche classique jusqu’aux plus récentes vectorisées, sans utiliser de langage de
bas niveau. On aboutit au final à une version vectorisée rivalisant, en terme de
performance, avec des logiciels dédiés tels que FreeFEM++. Les descriptions des
différentes méthodes d’assemblage étant génériques, on les présente pour différentes
matrices dans le cadre des éléments finis P1´Lagrange en dimension 2 et en élasticité
linéaire. Des résultats numériques sont donnés pour illustrer les temps calculs des
méthodes proposées.
Mots-clés : éléments finis P1, assemblage de matrices, vectorisation, élasticité
linéaire, Matlab, Octave
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1. Introduction. Usually, finite elements methods [4, 14] are used to solve par-
tial differential equations (PDEs) occurring in many applications such as mechanics,
fluid dynamics and computational electromagnetics. These methods are based on a
discretization of a weak formulation of the PDEs and need the assembly of large sparse
matrices (e.g. mass or stiffness matrices). They enable complex geometries and vari-
ous boundary conditions and they may be coupled with other discretizations, using a
weak coupling between different subdomains with nonconforming meshes [1]. Solving
accurately these problems requires meshes containing a large number of elements and
thus the assembly of large sparse matrices.
Matlab [16] and GNU Octave [11] are efficient numerical computing softwares us-
ing matrix-based language for teaching or industry calculations. However, the classical
assembly algorithms (see for example [5, 15]) basically implemented in Matlab/Octave
are much less efficient than when implemented with other languages.
In [8] Section 10, T. Davis describes different assembly techniques applied to
random matrices of finite element type, while the classical matrices are not treated.
A first vectorization technique is proposed in [8]. Other more efficient algorithms
have been proposed recently in [2, 3, 12, 17]. More precisely, in [12], a vectorization
is proposed, based on the permutation of two local loops with the one through the
elements. This more formal technique allows to easily assemble different matrices,
from a reference element by affine transformation and by using a numerical integration.
In [17], the implementation is based on extending element operations on arrays into
operations on arrays of matrices, calling it a matrix-array operation, where the array
elements are matrices rather than scalars, and the operations are defined by the rules
of linear algebra. Thanks to these new tools and a quadrature formula, different
matrices are computed without any loop. In [3], L. Chen builds vectorially the nine
sparse matrices corresponding to the nine elements of the element matrix and adds
them to obtain the global matrix.
In this paper we present an optimization approach, in Matlab/Octave, using a
vectorization of the algorithm. This finite element assembly code is entirely vectorized
(without loop) and without any quadrature formula. Our vectorization is close to the
one proposed in [2], with a full vectorization of the arrays of indices.
Due to the length of the paper, we restrict ourselves to P1 Lagrange finite elements
in 2D with an extension to linear elasticity. Our method extends easily to the Pk finite
elements case, k ě 2, and in 3D, see [7]. We compare the performances of this code
with the ones obtained with the standard algorithm and with those proposed in [2,
3, 12, 17]. We also show that this implementation is able to compete in performance
with dedicated software such as FreeFEM++ [13]. All the computations are done on
our reference computer1 with the releases R2012b for Matlab, 3.6.3 for Octave and
3.20 for FreeFEM++. The entire Matlab/Octave code may be found in [6]. The
Matlab codes are fully compatible with Octave.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we give the
notations associated to the mesh and we define three finite element matrices. Then,
in Section 3 we recall the classical algorithm to perform the assembly of these matrices
and show its inefficiency compared to FreeFEM++. This is due to the storage of sparse
˚Université Paris 13, Sorbonne Paris Cité, LAGA, CNRS UMR 7539, 99 Avenue J-B Clément,
93430 Villetaneuse, France (cuvelier@math.univ-paris13.fr, japhet@math.univ-paris13.fr,
scarella@math.univ-paris13.fr)
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matrices in Matlab/Octave as explained in Section 4. In Section 5 we give a method to
best use Matlab/Octave sparse function, the “optimized version 1”, suggested in [8].
Then, in Section 6 we present a new vectorization approach, the “optimized version
2”, and compare its performances to those obtained with FreeFEM++ and the codes
given in [2, 3, 12, 17]. Finally, in Section 7, we present an extension to linear elasticity.
The full listings of the routines used in the paper are given in Appendix B (see also
[6]).
2. Notations. Let Ω be an open bounded subset of R2. It is provided with its




of Ω (see Figure 2.1) described by :
name type dimension description
nq integer 1 number of vertices
nme integer 1 number of elements
q double 2 ˆ nq array of vertices coordinates. qpν, jq is the ν-th coor-
dinate of the j-th vertex, ν P t1, 2u, j P t1, . . . , nqu.
The j-th vertex will be also denoted by qj with
qjx “ qp1, jq and q
j
y “ qp2, jq
me integer 3 ˆ nme connectivity array. mepβ, kq is the storage index of
the β-th vertex of the k-th triangle, in the array q,
for β P t1, 2, 3u and k P t1, . . . , nmeu
areas double 1 ˆ nme array of areas. areaspkq is the k-th triangle area,



























































Fig. 2.1. Description of the mesh.
In this paper we will consider the assembly of the mass, weighted mass and stiffness
matrices denoted by M, Mrws and S respectively. These matrices of size nq are sparse,













where ϕi are the usual P1 Lagrange basis functions, w is a function defined on Ω and
x¨, ¨y is the usual scalar product in R2. More details are given in [5]. To assemble
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these matrices, one needs to compute its associated element matrix. On a triangle T












Let w̃α “ wpq̃















w̃1 ` w̃2 `
w̃3
2
w̃1 ` 3w̃2 ` w̃3
w̃1
2







` w̃2 ` w̃3 w̃1 ` w̃2 ` 3w̃3
˛
‚. (2.2)












The listings of the routines to compute the previous element matrices are given in Ap-
pendix B.1 We now give the classical assembly algorithm using these element matrices
with a loop through the triangles.
3. The classical algorithm. We describe the assembly of a given nqˆnq matrix
M from its associated 3 ˆ 3 element matrix E. We denote by “ElemMat” the routine
which computes the element matrix E.
Listing 1
Classical matrix assembly code in Matlab/Octave
M=sparse (nq , nq ) ;
for k=1:nme
E=ElemMat( areas ( k ) , . . . ) ;
for i l =1:3
i=me( i l , k ) ;
for j l =1:3
j=me( j l , k ) ;




We aim to compare the performances of this code (see Appendix B.2 for the complete
listings) with those obtained with FreeFEM++ [13]. The FreeFEM++ commands
to build the mass, weighted mass and stiffness matrices are given in Listing 2. On
Figure 3.1, we show the computation times (in seconds) versus the number of vertices
nq of the mesh (unit disk), for the classical assembly and FreeFEM++ codes. The
values of the computation times are given in Appendix A.1. We observe that the
complexity is Opn2qq (quadratic) for the Matlab/Octave codes, while the complexity
seems to be Opnqq (linear) for FreeFEM++.
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Listing 2
Matrix assembly code in FreeFEM++
mesh Th ( . . . ) ;
f e sp ac e Vh(Th,P1) ; // P1 FE-space
var f vMass (u , v )= int2d (Th) ( u∗v ) ;
var f vMassW (u , v )= int2d (Th) ( w∗u∗v) ;
var f v S t i f f (u , v )= int2d (Th) ( dx (u ) ∗dx(v )
+ dy(u) ∗dy(v ) ) ;
matrix M= vMass (Vh,Vh) ; // Mass matrix assembly
matrix Mw = vMassW(Vh,Vh) ; // Weighted mass matrix assembly




























































































































Fig. 3.1. Comparison of the classical matrix assembly code in Matlab/Octave with
FreeFEM++, for the mass (top left), weighted mass (top right) and stiffness (bottom) matrices.
We have surprisingly observed that the Matlab performances may be improved using
an older Matlab release (see Appendix C)
Our objective is to propose optimizations of the classical code that lead to more ef-
ficient codes with computational costs comparable to those obtained with FreeFEM++.
A first improvement of the classical algorithm (Listing 1) is to vectorize the two local
loops, see Listing 3 (the complete listings are given in Appendix B.3).
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Listing 3
Optimized matrix assembly code - version 0
M=sparse (nq , nq ) ;
for k=1:nme
I=me( : , k ) ;
M( I , I )=M( I , I )+ElemMat( areas (k ) , . . . ) ;
end
However the complexity of this algorithm is still quadratic (i.e. Opn2qq).
In the next section, we explain the storage of sparse matrices in Matlab/Octave
in order to justify this lack of efficiency.
4. Sparse matrices storage. In Matlab/Octave, a sparse matrix A P MM,NpRq,
with nnz non-zeros elements, is stored with CSC (Compressed Sparse Column) format
using the following three arrays:
aap1 : nnzq : which contains the nnz non-zeros elements of A stored column-wise,
iap1 : nnzq : which contains the row numbers of the elements stored in aa,
jap1 : N ` 1q : which allows to find the elements of a column of A, with the infor-
mation that the first non-zero element of the column k of A is in the japkq-th
position in the array aa. We have jap1q “ 1 and japN ` 1q “ nnz ` 1.




1. 0. 0. 6.
0. 5. 0. 4.
0. 1. 2. 0.
˛
‚,
we have M “ 3, N “ 4, nnz “ 6 and
aa 1. 5. 1. 2. 6. 4.
ia 1 2 3 3 1 2
ja 1 2 4 5 7
The first non-zero element in column k “ 3 of A is 2, the position of this number in
aa is 4, thus jap3q “ 4.
We now describe the operations to be done on the arrays aa, ia and ja if we




1. 8. 0. 6.
0. 5. 0. 4.
0. 1. 2. 0.
˛
‚.
In this case, a zero element of A has been replaced by the non-zero value 8 which must
be stored in the arrays while no space is provided. We suppose that the arrays are
sufficiently large (to avoid memory space problems), we must then shift one cell all
the values in the arrays aa and ia from the third position and then copy the value 8
in aap3q and the value 1 (row number) in iap3q :
aa 1. 8. 5. 1. 2. 6. 4.
ia 1 1 2 3 3 1 2
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For the array ja, we increment of 1 the values after the position 2 :
ja 1 2 5 6 8
The repetition of these operations is expensive upon assembly of the matrix in the
previous codes. Moreover, we haven’t considered dynamic reallocation problems that
may also occur.
We now present the optimized version 1 of the code that will allow to improve
the performance of the classical code.
5. Optimized matrix assembly - version 1 (OptV1). We will use the fol-
lowing call of the sparse Matlab function:
M = sparse(I,J,K,m,n);
This command returns a sparse matrix M of size m ˆ n such that M(I(k),J(k)) = K(k).
The vectors I, J and K have the same length. The zero elements of K are not taken
into account and the elements of K having the same indices in I and J are summed.
The idea is to create three global 1d-arrays I g, J g and K g allowing the storage
of the element matrices as well as the position of their elements in the global matrix.
The length of each array is 9nme. Once these arrays are created, the matrix assembly
is obtained with the command
M = sparse(Ig,Jg,Kg,nq,nq);





nine elements obtained from a generic element matrix EpTkq of dimension 3 :
K ek : elements of the matrix EpTkq stored column-wise,
I ek : global row indices associated to the elements stored in K
e
k,
J ek : global column indices associated to the elements stored in K
e
k.
We have chosen a column-wise numbering for 1d-arrays in Matlab/Octave implemen-

















































































with ik1 “ mep1, kq, i
k
2 “ mep2, kq, i
k
3 “ mep3, kq.




k, in Matlab/Octave, one can use the
following commands :
E = ElemMat( areas ( k ) , . . . ) ; % E : 3´by´3 matrix
Ke = E ( : ) ; % Ke : 9´by´1 matrix
I e = me( [ 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 ] , k ) ; % Ie : 9´by´1 matrix
Je = me( [ 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 ] , k ) ; % Je : 9´by´1 matrix
From these arrays, it is then possible to build the three global arrays I g, J g and
Kg, of size 9nme ˆ 1 defined by : @k P t1, . . . , nmeu , @il P t1, . . . , 9u,
Kgp9pk ´ 1q ` ilq “ K
e
kpilq,
Igp9pk ´ 1q ` ilq “ I
e
kpilq,
J gp9pk ´ 1q ` ilq “ J
e
kpilq.
On Figure 5.1, we show the insertion of the local array K ek into the global 1d-array
Kg, and, for representation convenience, we draw them in line format. We make the
same operation for the two other arrays.
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Fig. 5.1. Insertion of an element matrix in the global array - Version 1
We give in Listing 4 the Matlab/Octave associated code where the global vectors
I g, J g and Kg are stored column-wise. The complete listings and the values of the
computation times are given in Appendices B.4 and A.3 respectively. On Figure 5.2,
we show the computation times of the Matlab, Octave and FreeFEM++ codes versus
the number of vertices of the mesh (unit disk). The complexity of the Matlab/Octave
codes seems now linear (i.e. Opnqq) as for FreeFEM++. However, FreeFEM++ is
still much more faster than Matlab/Octave (about a factor 5 for the mass matrix, 6.5






















































































































Fig. 5.2. Comparison of the matrix assembly codes : OptV1 in Matlab/Octave and
FreeFEM++, for the mass (top left), weighted mass (top right) and stiffness (bottom) matrices.
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Listing 4
Optimized matrix assembly code - version 1
Ig=zeros (9∗nme , 1 ) ; Jg=zeros (9∗nme , 1 ) ;Kg=zeros (9∗nme , 1 ) ;
i i =[1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 ] ; j j =[1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 ] ;
kk=1:9 ;
for k=1:nme
E=ElemMat( areas (k ) , . . . ) ;
Ig ( kk)=me( i i , k ) ;
Jg ( kk)=me( j j , k ) ;
Kg( kk)=E ( : ) ;
kk=kk+9;
end
M=sparse ( Ig , Jg ,Kg, nq , nq ) ;
To further improve the efficiency of the codes, we introduce now a second optimized
version of the assembly algorithm.
6. Optimized matrix assembly - version 2 (OptV2). We present the opti-
mized version 2 of the algorithm where no loop is used.
We define three 2d-arrays that allow to store all the element matrices as well
as their positions in the global matrix. We denote by Kg, Ig and Jg these 9-by-nme
arrays, defined @k P t1, . . . , nmeu , @il P t1, . . . , 9u by
Kgpil, kq “ K
e
kpilq, Igpil, kq “ I
e
kpilq, Jgpil, kq “ J
e
kpilq.




k are thus stored in the k-th column of the global
arrays Kg, Ig and Jg respectively.
A natural way to build these three arrays consists in using a loop through the
triangles Tk in which we insert the local arrays column-wise, see Figure 6.1. Once
these arrays are determined, the matrix assembly is obtained with the Matlab/Octave
command
M = sparse(Ig(:),Jg(:),Kg(:),nq,nq);
We remark that the matrices containing global indices Ig and Jg may be computed,
in Matlab/Octave, without any loop. For the computation of these two matrices, on
the left we give the usual code and on the right the vectorized code :
Ig=zeros (9 ,nme ) ; Jg=zeros (9 ,nme ) ;
for k=1:nme
Ig ( : , k)=me( [ 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 ] , k ) ;
Jg ( : , k)=me( [ 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 ] , k ) ;
end
Ig=me( [ 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 ] , : ) ;
Jg=me( [ 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 ] , : ) ;
Another way to present this computation, used and adapted in Section 7, is given by




I1p1q . . . Ikp1q . . . Inmep1q
I1p2q . . . Ikp2q . . . Inmep2q
I1p3q . . . Ikp3q . . . Inmep3q
˛
‚,
then, in that case T “ me, and Ig and Jg may be computed from T as follows:
i i =[1 1 1 ; 2 2 2 ; 3 3 3 ] ; j j=i i ’ ;
I g=T( i i ( : ) , : ) ; Jg=T( j j ( : ) , : ) ;







































































































































1 2 . . . k . . . nme
Fig. 6.1. Insertion of an element matrix in the global array - Version 2
It remains to vectorize the computation of the 2d-array Kg. The usual code,
corresponding to a column-wise computation, is :
Listing 5
Usual assembly (column-wise computation)
Kg=zeros (9 ,nme ) ;
for k=1:nme
E=ElemMat( areas (k ) , . . . ) ;
Kg ( : , k)=E ( : ) ;
end
The vectorization of this code is done by the computation of the array Kg row-wise,
for each matrix assembly. This corresponds to the permutation of the loop through
the elements with the local loops, in the classical matrix assembly code (see Listing 1).
This vectorization differs from the one proposed in [12] as it doesn’t use any quadrature
formula and from the one in [2] by the full vectorization of the arrays Ig and Jg.
We describe below this method for each matrix defined in Section 2.
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6.1. Mass matrix assembly. The element mass matrix MepTkq associated to








, @α P t2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8u.








The rows t1, 5, 9u in the array Kg correspond to A6 and the rows t2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8u to
A12, see Figure 6.2. The Matlab/Octave code associated to this technique is :
Listing 6
Optimized matrix assembly code - version 2 (Mass matrix)
1 function [M]=MassAssemblingP1OptV2 (nq , nme ,me, areas )
2 Ig = me( [ 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 ] , : ) ;
3 Jg = me( [ 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 ] , : ) ;
4 A6=areas /6 ;
5 A12=areas /12 ;
6 Kg = [A6; A12 ;A12 ; A12 ;A6 ; A12 ;A12 ; A12 ;A6 ] ;
7 M = sparse ( Ig ( : ) , Jg ( : ) ,Kg ( : ) , nq , nq ) ;
areas
1 2 . . . . . . nme
A6
1 2 . . . . . . nme
{6
A12
1 2 . . . . . . nme
{12
Kg



















Fig. 6.2. Mass matrix assembly - Version 2
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6.2. Weighted mass matrix assembly. The element weighted mass matrices
Me,rw̃spTkq are given by (2.2). We introduce the array Tw of length nq defined by
Twpiq “ wpq
iq, for all i P t1, . . . , nqu and the three arrays W α, 1 ď α ď 3, of length




The code for computing these three arrays is given below, in a non-vectorized
form (on the left) and in a vectorized form (on the right):
W1=zeros (1 ,nme ) ;
W2=zeros (1 ,nme ) ;
W3=zeros (1 ,nme ) ;
for k=1:nme
W1(k)=Tw(me(1 , k ) )∗ areas ( k ) /30 ;
W2(k)=Tw(me(2 , k ) )∗ areas ( k ) /30 ;
W3(k)=Tw(me(3 , k ) )∗ areas ( k ) /30 ;
end
W1=Tw(me ( 1 , : ) ) . ∗ areas /30 ;
W2=Tw(me ( 2 , : ) ) . ∗ areas /30 ;
W3=Tw(me ( 3 , : ) ) . ∗ areas /30 ;
We follow the method described on Figure 6.1. We have to vectorize the computation
of Kg (Listing 5). Let K1, K2, K3, K5, K6, K 9 be six arrays of length nme defined
by
K 1 “ 3W 1 `W 2 `W 3, K2 “ W 1 `W 2 `
W 3
2




K 5 “ W 1 ` 3W 2 `W 3, K6 “
W 1
2
`W 2 `W 3, K9 “ W 1 `W 2 ` 3W 3.
















































Thus we obtain the following vectorized code for Kg :
K1 = 3∗W1+W2+W3;





Kg = [K1;K2 ;K3 ;K2 ;K5 ;K6 ;K3 ;K6 ;K9 ] ;
We represent this technique on Figure 6.3.
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Tw
1 2 . . . . . . nq
areas
1 2 . . . . . . nme
K1




































Fig. 6.3. Weighted mass matrix assembly - Version 2
Finally, the complete vectorized code using element matrix symmetry is :
Listing 7
Optimized assembly - version 2 (Weighted mass matrix)
1 function M=MassWAssemblingP1OptV2(nq , nme ,me, areas ,Tw)
2 W1=Tw(me ( 1 , : ) ) . ∗ areas /30 ;
3 W2=Tw(me ( 2 , : ) ) . ∗ areas /30 ;
4 W3=Tw(me ( 3 , : ) ) . ∗ areas /30 ;
5 Kg=zeros (9 ,nme ) ;
6 Kg( 1 , : ) = 3∗W1+W2+W3;
7 Kg( 2 , : ) = W1+W2+W3/2 ;
8 Kg( 3 , : ) = W1+W2/2+W3;
9 Kg( 5 , : ) = W1+3∗W2+W3;
10 Kg( 6 , : ) = W1/2+W2+W3;
11 Kg( 9 , : ) = W1+W2+3∗W3;
12 Kg( [ 4 , 7 , 8 ] , : )=Kg( [ 2 , 3 , 6 ] , : ) ;
13 clear W1 W2 W3
14 Ig = me( [ 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 ] , : ) ;
15 Jg = me( [ 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 ] , : ) ;
16 M = sparse ( Ig ( : ) , Jg ( : ) ,Kg ( : ) , nq , nq ) ;
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6.3. Stiffness matrix assembly. The vertices of the triangle Tk are q
mepα,kq,
1 ď α ď 3. We define uk “ qmep2,kq ´ qmep3,kq, vk “ qmep3,kq ´ qmep1,kq and wk “
qmep1,kq ´ qmep2,kq. Then, the element stiffness matrix SepTkq associated to Tk is
defined by (2.3) with u “ uk, v “ vk, w “ wk and T “ Tk. Let K1, K2, K 3, K5, K6

































With these arrays, the vectorized assembly method is similar to the one shown in
Figure 6.3 and the corresponding code is :
Kg = [K1;K2 ;K3 ;K2 ;K5 ;K6 ;K3 ;K6 ;K9 ] ;
S = sparse ( Ig ( : ) , Jg ( : ) ,Kg ( : ) , nq , nq ) ;
We now describe the vectorized computation of these six arrays. We introduce the
2-by-nme arrays qα, α P t1, . . . , 3u , containing the coordinates of the three vertices of
the triangle Tk :
qαp1, kq “ qp1,mepα, kqq, qαp2, kq “ qp2,mepα, kqq.
We give below the code to compute these arrays, in a non-vectorized form (on the
left) and in a vectorized form (on the right) :
q1=zeros (2 ,nme ) ; q2=zeros (2 ,nme ) ; q3=zeros (2 ,nme ) ;
for k=1:nme
q1 ( : , k)=q ( : ,me(1 , k ) ) ;
q2 ( : , k)=q ( : ,me(2 , k ) ) ;
q3 ( : , k)=q ( : ,me(3 , k ) ) ;
end
q1=q ( : ,me ( 1 , : ) ) ;
q2=q ( : ,me ( 2 , : ) ) ;
q3=q ( : ,me ( 3 , : ) ) ;
We trivially obtain the 2-by-nme arrays u, v and w whose k-th column is u
k, vk and
wk respectively.




The operators .∗, ./ (element-wise arrays multiplication and division) and the function
sum(.,1) (row-wise sums) allow to compute all arrays. For example, K2 is computed
using the following vectorized code :
K2=sum(u . ∗ v , 1 ) . / ( 4 ∗ areas ) ;
Then, the complete vectorized function using element matrix symmetry is :
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Listing 8
Optimized matrix assembly code - version 2 (Stiffness matrix)
1 function S=StiffAssemblingP1OptV2 (nq , nme , q ,me, ar eas )
2 q1 =q ( : ,me ( 1 , : ) ) ; q2 =q ( : ,me ( 2 , : ) ) ; q3 =q ( : ,me ( 3 , : ) ) ;
3 u = q2´q3 ; v=q3´q1 ; w=q1´q2 ;
4 areas4=4∗areas ;
5 Kg=zeros (9 ,nme ) ;
6 Kg(1 , : )=sum(u . ∗ u , 1 ) . / areas4 ; % K1
7 Kg(2 , : )=sum( v . ∗ u , 1 ) . / areas4 ; % K2
8 Kg(3 , : )=sum(w. ∗ u , 1 ) . / areas4 ; % K3
9 Kg(5 , : )=sum( v . ∗ v , 1 ) . / areas4 ; % K5
10 Kg(6 , : )=sum(w. ∗ v , 1 ) . / areas4 ; % K6
11 Kg(9 , : )=sum(w. ∗w, 1 ) . / areas4 ; % K9
12 Kg( [ 4 , 7 , 8 ] , : )=Kg( [ 2 , 3 , 6 ] , : ) ;
13 clear q1 q2 q3 areas4 u v w
14 Ig = me( [ 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 ] , : ) ;
15 Jg = me( [ 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 ] , : ) ;
16 S = sparse ( Ig ( : ) , Jg ( : ) ,Kg ( : ) , nq , nq ) ;
6.4. Comparison with FreeFEM++. On Figure 6.4, we show the computa-
















































































































Fig. 6.4. Comparison of the matrix assembly codes : OptV2 in Matlab/Octave and
FreeFEM++, for the mass (top left), weighted mass (top right) and stiffness (bottom) matrices.
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The computation times values are given in Appendix A.4. The complexity of the Mat-
lab/Octave codes is still linear (Opnqq) and slightly better than the one of FreeFEM++.
Remark 6.2. We observed that only with the OptV2 codes, Octave gives better
results than Matlab. For the other versions of the codes, not fully vectorized, the JIT-
Accelerator (Just-In-Time) of Matlab allows significantly better performances than
Octave (JIT compiler for GNU Octave is under development).
Furthermore, we can improve Matlab performances using SuiteSparse packages
from T. Davis [9], which is originally used in Octave. In our codes, using cs_sparse
function from SuiteSparse instead of Matlab sparse function is approximately 1.1
times faster for OptV1 version and 2.5 times for OptV2 version (see also Section 7).
6.5. Comparison with other matrix assembly codes. We compare the ma-
trix assembly codes proposed by L. Chen [2, 3], A. Hannukainen and M. Juntunen [12]
and T. Rahman and J. Valdman [17] to the OptV2 version developed in this paper, for
the mass and stiffness matrices. The domain Ω is the unit disk. The computations
have been done on our reference computer. On Figure 6.5, with Matlab (top) and
Octave (bottom), we show the computation times versus the number of vertices of
the mesh, for these different codes. The associated values are given in Tables 6.1 to
6.4. For large sparse matrices, our OptV2 version allows gains in computational time

















































































































































































Fig. 6.5. Comparison of the assembly codes in Matlab R2012b (top) and Octave 3.6.3 (bottom):
OptV2 and [2, 3, 12, 17], for the mass (left) and stiffness (right) matrices.
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Computational cost, in Matlab (R2012b), of the Mass matrix assembly versus nq, with the OptV2
version (column 2) and with the codes in [2, 3, 12, 17] (columns 3-6) : time in seconds (top value)
and speedup (bottom value). The speedup reference is OptV2 version.




























































































































































Computational cost, in Matlab (R2012b), of the Stiffness matrix assembly versus nq, with the
OptV2 version (column 2) and with the codes in [2, 3, 12, 17] (columns 3-6) : time in seconds (top
value) and speedup (bottom value). The speedup reference is OptV2 version.
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Computational cost, in Octave (3.6.3), of the Mass matrix assembly versus nq, with the OptV2
version (column 2) and with the codes in [2, 3, 12, 17] (columns 3-6) : time in seconds (top value)
and speedup (bottom value). The speedup reference is OptV2 version.




























































































































































Computational cost, in Octave (3.6.3), of the Stiffness matrix assembly versus nq, with the
OptV2 version (column 2) and with the codes in [2, 3, 12, 17] (columns 3-6) : time in seconds (top
value) and speedup (bottom value). The speedup reference is OptV2 version.
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7. Extension to linear elasticity. In this part we extend the codes of the
previous sections to a linear elasticity matrix assembly.
Let H1hpΩhq be the finite dimensional space spanned by the P1 Lagrange basis
functions tϕiuiPt1,...,nqu. Then, the space pH
1
hpΩhqq











, 1 ď i ď nq.




ǫtpψmqσpψ lqdT, @pm, lq P t1, . . . , 2 nqu
2
,
where σ “ pσxx, σyy, σxyq
t and ǫ “ pǫxx, ǫyy, 2ǫxyq
t are the elastic stress and strain
tensors respectively. We consider here linearized elasticity with small strain hypothesis
(see for example [10]). Consequently, let D be the differential operator which links
displacements u to strains:





















For the constitutive equation, Hooke’s law is used and the material is supposed to be
isotropic. Thus, the elasticity tensor denoted by C becomes a 3-by-3 matrix and can
be defined by the Lamé parameters λ and µ, which are supposed constant on Ω and
satisfying λ` µ ą 0. Thus, the constitutive equation writes
σ “ Cǫ “
¨
˝
λ` 2µ λ 0









Km,lpTkq, with Km,lpTkq “
ż
Tk
ǫtpψmqσpψ lqdT, @pm, lq P t1, . . . , 2nqu
2
.
Let Ik “ r2mep1, kq´1, 2mep1, kq, 2mep2, kq´1, 2mep2, kq, 2mep3, kq´1, 2mep3, kqs.
Due to the support of functions ψ l, we have @pl,mq P pt1, . . . , nqu zIkq
2
, Km,lpTkq “ 0.
Thus, we only have to compute Km,lpTkq, @pm, lq P Ik ˆ Ik, the other terms being
zeros. We denote by Keα,βpTkq “ KIkpαq,IkpβqpTkq, @pα, βq P t1, . . . , 6u
2
. Therefore,
we introduce B̃pTkq “ tψ̃αu1ďαď6 the local basis associated to a triangle Tk with










1 ď γ ď 3.






ǫtpψ̃αqCǫpψ̃βqdT, @pα, βq P t1, . . . , 6u
2
.
Denoting, as in Section 6.3,
uk “ qmep2,kq ´ qmep3,kq, vk “ qmep3,kq ´ qmep1,kq, and wk “ qmep1,kq ´ qmep2,kq,
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with qmepα,kq, 1 ď α ď 3, the three vertices of Tk, then the gradients of the local






























































We give the Matlab/Octave code for computing KepTkq:
Listing 9
Element matrix code (elastic stiffness matrix)
1 function Ke=ElemStif fElasMatP1 (qm, area ,C)
2 % qm=[q1 , q2 , q3 ]
3 u=qm(: ,2) ´qm( : , 3 ) ;
4 v=qm(: ,3) ´qm( : , 1 ) ;
5 w=qm(: ,1) ´qm( : , 2 ) ;
6 B=[u ( 2 ) , 0 , v ( 2 ) , 0 ,w( 2 ) , 0 ; . . .
7 0,´u(1) ,0 , ´v(1) ,0 , ´w( 1 ) ; . . .
8 ´u (1 ) , u(2) , ´v ( 1 ) , v(2) , ´w(1 ) ,w( 2 ) ] ;
9 Ke=B’∗C∗B/(4∗ area ) ;
Then, the classical matrix assembly code using the element matrix KepTkq with a loop
through the triangles is
Listing 10
Classical matrix assembly code (elastic stiffness matrix)
1 function K=St i f fE lasAssemb l ingP1 (nq , nme , q ,me, areas , lam ,mu)
2 K=sparse (2∗nq ,2∗ nq ) ;
3 C=[lam+2∗mu, lam , 0 ; lam , lam+2∗mu, 0 ; 0 , 0 ,mu ] ;
4 for k=1:nme
5 MatElem=ElemStif fElasMatP1 (q ( : ,me ( : , k ) ) , a r eas ( k ) ,C) ;
6 I =[2∗me(1 , k)´1 , 2∗me(1 , k ) , 2∗me(2 , k)´1 , . . .
7 2∗me(2 , k ) , 2∗me(3 , k)´1 , 2∗me(3 , k ) ] ;
8 for i l =1:6
9 for j l =1:6




On Figure 7.1 on the left, we show the computation times (in seconds) versus the ma-
trix size ndf “ 2nq, for the classical matrix assembly code and the FreeFEM++ code
given in Listing 12. We observe that the complexity is Opn2dfq for the Matlab/Octave
codes, while the complexity seems to be Opndfq for FreeFEM++.













































































Fig. 7.1. Comparison of the matrix assembly codes : usual assembly (left) and OptV1 (right)
in Matlab/Octave and FreeFEM++, for stiffness elasticity matrix.
7.1. Optimized matrix assembly - version 1 (OptV1). We define the three




k of 36 elements by
K ek : elements of the matrix K
epTkq stored column-wise,
I ek : global row indices associated to the elements stored in K
e
k,
J ek : global column indices associated to the elements stored in K
e
k.
Using the definition of Ik in the introduction of Section 7, we have
















6pβ ´ 1q ` α
˘
“ Ikpβq.









1,2 . . . K
k
6,2 , . . . , K
k










Ikp1q . . . Ikp1q , Ikp2q . . . Ikp2q , . . . , Ikp6q . . . Ikp6q
˘
We give below the associated Matlab/Octave code :
Listing 11
Optimized matrix assembly code - version 1 (elastic stiffness matrix)
1 function K=StiffElasAssemblingP1OptV1 (nq , nme , q ,me , areas , lam ,mu)
2 Ig=zeros (36∗Th . nme , 1 ) ; Jg=zeros (36∗Th . nme , 1 ) ;
3 Kg=zeros (36∗Th . nme , 1 ) ;
4 kk=1:36;
5 C=[lam+2∗mu, lam , 0 ; lam , lam+2∗mu, 0 ; 0 , 0 ,mu ] ;
6 for k=1:nme
7 Me=ElemStif fElasMatP1 (q ( : ,me ( : , k ) ) , a r eas ( k ) ,C) ;
8 I =[2∗me(1 , k)´1 , 2∗me(1 , k ) , 2∗me(2 , k)´1 , . . .
9 2∗me(2 , k ) , 2∗me(3 , k)´1 , 2∗me(3 , k ) ] ;
10 j e=ones (6 ,1 )∗ I ; i e=je ’ ;
11 Ig ( kk)= i e ( : ) ; Jg ( kk)= j e ( : ) ;
12 Kg( kk)=Me ( : ) ;
13 kk=kk+36;
14 end
15 K=sparse ( Ig , Jg ,Kg,2∗ nq ,2∗ nq ) ;
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On Figure 7.1 on the right, we show the computation times of the OptV1 codes
in Matlab/Octave and of the FreeFEM++ codes versus the number of degrees of
freedom on the mesh (unit disk). The complexity of the Matlab/Octave codes seems
now linear (i.e. Opndfq) as for FreeFEM++. Also, FreeFEM++ is slightly faster than
Matlab, while much more faster than Octave (about a factor 10).
Listing 12
Matrix assembly code in FreeFEM++ (elastic stiffness matrix)
mesh Th ( . . . ) ;
f e sp ac e Wh(Th , [ P1 , P1 ] ) ;
Wh [ u1 , u2 ] , [ v1 , v2 ] ;
real lam = . . . ,mu= . . . ;
func C=[[ lam+2∗mu, lam , 0 ] , [ lam , lam+2∗mu, 0 ] , [ 0 , 0 ,mu ] ] ;
macro ep s i l on (ux , uy ) [ dx (ux ) , dy (uy ) , ( dy (ux )+dx(uy) ) ]
macro sigma (ux , uy ) ( C∗ ep s i l on (ux , uy ) )
var f v S t i f f E l a s ( [ u1 , u2 ] , [ v1 , v2 ] )=
int2d (Th) ( ep s i l on (u1 , u2 ) ’∗ sigma ( v1 , v2 ) ) ;
matrix K = vS t i f f E l a s (Wh,Wh) ;
To further improve the efficiency of the matrix assembly code, we introduce now the
optimized version 2.
7.2. Optimized matrix assembly - version 2 (OptV2). In this version, no
loop is used. As in Section 6, we define three 2d-arrays that allow to store all the
element matrices as well as their positions in the global matrix. We denote by Kg, Ig
and Jg these 36-by-nme arrays, defined @k P t1, . . . , nmeu , @il P t1, . . . , 36u by
Kgpil, kq “ K
e
kpilq, Igpil, kq “ I
e
kpilq, Jgpil, kq “ J
e
kpilq.




k are stored in the k-th column of the global
arrays Kg, Ig and Jg respectively. Once these arrays are determined, the assembly
matrix is obtained with the Matlab/Octave command
M = sparse(Ig(:),Jg(:),Kg(:),2∗nq,2∗nq);
In order to vectorize the computation of Ig and Jg, we generalize the technique







I1p1q . . . Ikp1q . . . Inmep1q













Then Ig is computed by duplicating T six times, column-wise. The array Jg is com-
puted from T by duplicating each line, six times, successively. We give in Listing 13,
the Matlab/Octave vectorized function which enables to compute Ig and Jg.
It remains to vectorize the computation of the 2d-array Kg. Using formulas (7.1),
for 1 ď α ď 3, we define the 2-by-nme array Gα, the k-th column of which contains
∇ϕ̃kα.
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Listing 13
Vectorized code for computing Ig and Jg
1 function [ Ig , Jg ]=BuildIgJgP1VF (me)
2 T= [2∗me(1 , : ) ´1 ; 2∗me ( 1 , : ) ; . . .
3 2∗me(2 , : ) ´1 ; 2∗me ( 2 , : ) ; . . .
4 2∗me(3 , : ) ´1 ; 2∗me ( 3 , : ) ] ;
5
6 i i =[1 1 1 1 1 1 ; . . .
7 2 2 2 2 2 2 ; . . .
8 3 3 3 3 3 3 ; . . .
9 4 4 4 4 4 4 ; . . .
10 5 5 5 5 5 5 ; . . .
11 6 6 6 6 6 6 ] ;
12
13 j j=i i ’ ;
14
15 Ig=T( i i ( : ) , : ) ;
16 Jg=T( j j ( : ) , : ) ;






























































































pλ ` 2µqG1p1, kq





2,1pTkq “ |Tk| pλG1p1, kqG1p2, kq ` µG1p1, kqG1p2, kqq
K
e
3,1pTkq “ |Tk| ppλ ` 2µqG1p1, kqG2p1, kq ` µG1p2, kqG2p2, kqq
K
e
4,1pTkq “ |Tk| pλG1p1, kqG2p2, kq ` µG1p2, kqG2p1, kqq
K
e
5,1pTkq “ |Tk| ppλ ` 2µqG1p1, kqG3p1, kq ` µG1p2, kqG3p2, kqq
K
e
6,1pTkq “ |Tk| pλG1p1, kqG3p2, kq ` µG1p2, kqG3p1, kqq
Thus, the computation of the first six lines of Kg may be vectorized under the form:
Kg(1 , : )= ( ( lam+2∗mu)∗G1( 1 , : ) . ^ 2 + mu∗G1 ( 2 , : ) . ^ 2 ) . ∗ area ;
Kg(2 , : )=( lam∗G1 ( 1 , : ) . ∗G1( 2 , : ) + mu∗G1 ( 1 , : ) . ∗G1 ( 2 , : ) ) . ∗ area ;
Kg( 3 , : )= ( ( lam+2∗mu)∗G1 ( 1 , : ) . ∗G2( 1 , : ) + mu∗G1( 2 , : ) . ∗G2 ( 2 , : ) ) . ∗ area ;
Kg(4 , : )=( lam∗G1 ( 1 , : ) . ∗G2( 2 , : ) + mu∗G1 ( 2 , : ) . ∗G2 ( 1 , : ) ) . ∗ area ;
Kg( 5 , : )= ( ( lam+2∗mu)∗G1 ( 1 , : ) . ∗G3( 1 , : ) + mu∗G1( 2 , : ) . ∗G3 ( 2 , : ) ) . ∗ area ;
Kg(6 , : )=( lam∗G1 ( 1 , : ) . ∗G3( 2 , : ) + mu∗G1 ( 2 , : ) . ∗G3 ( 1 , : ) ) . ∗ area ;
The other columns of Kg are computed on the same principle, using the symmetry of
the matrix. We give in the Listings 14 and 15 the complete vectorized Matlab/Octave
functions for computing Kg and the elastic stiffness matrix assembly respectively.
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Listing 14
Vectorized code for computing Kg
1 function [Kg]=ElemStiffElasMatVecP1 (q ,me, areas , lam ,mu)
2 u=q ( : ,me(2 , : ) ) ´ q ( : ,me ( 3 , : ) ) ; % q2´q3
3 G1=[u (2 , : ) ; ´ u ( 1 , : ) ] ;
4 u=q ( : ,me(3 , : ) ) ´ q ( : ,me ( 1 , : ) ) ; % q3´q1
5 G2=[u (2 , : ) ; ´ u ( 1 , : ) ] ;
6 u=q ( : ,me(1 , : ) ) ´ q ( : ,me ( 2 , : ) ) ; % q1´q2
7 G3=[u (2 , : ) ; ´ u ( 1 , : ) ] ;
8 clear u
9 co e f=ones ( 2 , 1 ) ∗ ( 0 . 5 . / sqrt ( ar eas ) ) ;
10 G1=G1.∗ coe f ;
11 G2=G2.∗ coe f ;
12 G3=G3.∗ coe f ;
13 clear co e f
14 Kg=zeros (36 , s ize (me , 2 ) ) ;
15 Kg(1 , : )=( lam + 2∗mu)∗G1( 1 , : ) . ^ 2 + mu∗G1 ( 2 , : ) . ^ 2 ;
16 Kg(2 , : )= lam .∗G1( 1 , : ) . ∗G1( 2 , : ) + mu∗G1 ( 1 , : ) . ∗G1 ( 2 , : ) ;
17 Kg(3 , : )=( lam + 2∗mu)∗G1 ( 1 , : ) . ∗G2( 1 , : ) + mu∗G1( 2 , : ) . ∗G2 ( 2 , : ) ;
18 Kg(4 , : )= lam .∗G1( 1 , : ) . ∗G2( 2 , : ) + mu∗G1 ( 2 , : ) . ∗G2 ( 1 , : ) ;
19 Kg(5 , : )=( lam + 2∗mu)∗G1 ( 1 , : ) . ∗G3( 1 , : ) + mu∗G1( 2 , : ) . ∗G3 ( 2 , : ) ;
20 Kg(6 , : )= lam .∗G1( 1 , : ) . ∗G3( 2 , : ) + mu∗G1 ( 2 , : ) . ∗G3 ( 1 , : ) ;
21 Kg(8 , : )=( lam + 2∗mu)∗G1( 2 , : ) . ^ 2 + mu∗G1 ( 1 , : ) . ^ 2 ;
22 Kg(9 , : )= lam .∗G1( 2 , : ) . ∗G2( 1 , : ) + mu∗G1 ( 1 , : ) . ∗G2 ( 2 , : ) ;
23 Kg(10 , : )=( lam + 2∗mu)∗G1 ( 2 , : ) . ∗G2( 2 , : ) + mu∗G1( 1 , : ) . ∗G2 ( 1 , : ) ;
24 Kg(11 , : )= lam .∗G1( 2 , : ) . ∗G3( 1 , : ) + mu∗G1 ( 1 , : ) . ∗G3 ( 2 , : ) ;
25 Kg(12 , : )=( lam + 2∗mu)∗G1 ( 2 , : ) . ∗G3( 2 , : ) + mu∗G1( 1 , : ) . ∗G3 ( 1 , : ) ;
26 Kg(15 , : )=( lam + 2∗mu)∗G2( 1 , : ) . ^ 2 + mu∗G2 ( 2 , : ) . ^ 2 ;
27 Kg(16 , : )= lam .∗G2( 1 , : ) . ∗G2( 2 , : ) + mu∗G2 ( 1 , : ) . ∗G2 ( 2 , : ) ;
28 Kg(17 , : )=( lam + 2∗mu)∗G2 ( 1 , : ) . ∗G3( 1 , : ) + mu∗G2( 2 , : ) . ∗G3 ( 2 , : ) ;
29 Kg(18 , : )= lam .∗G2( 1 , : ) . ∗G3( 2 , : ) + mu∗G2 ( 2 , : ) . ∗G3 ( 1 , : ) ;
30 Kg(22 , : )=( lam + 2∗mu)∗G2( 2 , : ) . ^ 2 + mu∗G2 ( 1 , : ) . ^ 2 ;
31 Kg(23 , : )= lam .∗G2( 2 , : ) . ∗G3( 1 , : ) + mu∗G2 ( 1 , : ) . ∗G3 ( 2 , : ) ;
32 Kg(24 , : )=( lam + 2∗mu)∗G2 ( 2 , : ) . ∗G3( 2 , : ) + mu∗G2( 1 , : ) . ∗G3 ( 1 , : ) ;
33 Kg(29 , : )=( lam + 2∗mu)∗G3( 1 , : ) . ^ 2 + mu∗G3 ( 2 , : ) . ^ 2 ;
34 Kg(30 , : )= lam .∗G3( 1 , : ) . ∗G3( 2 , : ) + mu∗G3 ( 1 , : ) . ∗G3 ( 2 , : ) ;
35 Kg(36 , : )=( lam + 2∗mu)∗G3( 2 , : ) . ^ 2 + mu∗G3 ( 1 , : ) . ^ 2 ;
36 Kg( [7 ,13 ,14 ,19 ,20 ,21 ,25 ,26 ,27 ,28 ,31 ,32 ,33 ,34 ,35 ] , : )= . . .
37 Kg( [ 2 , 3 , 9 , 4 , 10 , 16 , 5 , 11 , 17 , 23 , 6 , 12 , 18 , 24 , 30 ] , : ) ;
Listing 15
Optimized matrix assembly code - version 2 (elastic stiffness matrix)
1 function [K]=Stif fElasAssemblingP1OptV2 (nq , nme , q ,me, areas , lam ,mu)
2 [ Ig , Jg ]=BuildIgJgP1VF (me ) ;
3 Kg=ElemStiffElasMatVecP1 (q ,me, areas , lam ,mu) ;
4 K = sparse ( Ig ( : ) , Jg ( : ) ,Kg ( : ) , 2 ∗ nq ,2∗ nq ) ;
On Figure 7.2, we show the computation times of the OptV2 (in Matlab/Octave) and
FreeFEM++ codes, versus the number of degrees of freedom on the mesh. The com-
putation times values are given in Table 7.1. The complexity of the Matlab/Octave
codes is still linear (Opndfq). Moreover, the computation times are 10 (resp. 5) times
faster with Octave (resp. Matlab) than those obtained with FreeFEM++.
























































































































Computational cost of the StiffElas matrix assembly versus nq{ndf , with the OptV2 Matlab/Oc-
tave codes (columns 3,4) and with FreeFEM++ (column 5) : time in seconds (top value) and speedup
(bottom value). The speedup reference is OptV2 Octave version.
As observed in Remark 6.2, Octave gives better results than Matlab only for the OptV2
codes. Using cs_sparse function instead of Matlab sparse function is approximately
1.1 (resp. 2.5) times faster for OptV1 (resp. OptV2) version as shown on Figure 7.3.
8. Conclusion. For several examples of matrices, from the classical code we have
built step by step the codes to perform the assembly of these matrices to obtain a fully
vectorized form. For each version, we have described the algorithm and estimated its
numerical complexity. The assembly of the mass, weighted mass and stiffness matrices
of size 106, on our reference computer, is obtained in less than 4 seconds (resp. about
2 seconds) with Matlab (resp. with Octave). The assembly of the elastic stiffness
matrix of size 106, is computed in less than 8 seconds (resp. about 4 seconds) with
Matlab (resp. with Octave).
These optimization techniques in Matlab/Octave may be extended to other types
of matrices, for higher order or others finite elements (Pk, Qk, ...) and in 3D.

































































Fig. 7.3. Computational cost of the StiffElasAssembling functions versus ndf , with Matlab
(R2012b) : time in seconds (left) and speedup (right). The speedup reference is OptV1 version.
In Matlab, it is possible to further improve the performances of the OptV2 codes by
using Nvidia GPU cards. Preliminary Matlab results give a computation time divided
by a factor 5 on a Nvidia GTX 590 GPU card (compared to the OptV2 without GPU).
Appendix A. Comparison of the performances with FreeFEM++.






















































































Computational cost of the Mass matrix assembly versus nq, with the basic Matlab/Octave
version (columns 2, 3) and with FreeFEM++ (column 4) : time in seconds (top value) and speedup
(bottom value). The speedup reference is basic Matlab version.






















































































Computational cost of the MassW matrix assembly versus nq, with the basic Matlab/Octave
version (columns 2, 3) and with FreeFEM++ (column 4) : time in seconds (top value) and speedup






















































































Computational cost of the Stiff matrix assembly versus nq, with the basic Matlab/Octave
version (columns 2, 3) and with FreeFEM++ (column 4) : time in seconds (top value) and speedup
(bottom value). The speedup reference is basic Matlab version.
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Computational cost of the Mass matrix assembly versus nq, with the OptV0 Matlab/Octave
version (columns 2, 3) and with FreeFEM++ (column 4) : time in seconds (top value) and speedup






















































































Computational cost of the MassW matrix assembly versus nq, with the OptV0 Matlab/Octave
version (columns 2, 3) and with FreeFEM++ (column 4) : time in seconds (top value) and speedup
(bottom value). The speedup reference is OptV0 Matlab version.






















































































Computational cost of the Stiff matrix assembly versus nq, with the OptV0 Matlab/Octave
version (columns 2, 3) and with FreeFEM++ (column 4) : time in seconds (top value) and speedup
(bottom value). The speedup reference is OptV0 Matlab version.





























































































Computational cost of the Mass matrix assembly versus nq, with the OptV1 Matlab/Octave
version (columns 2, 3) and with FreeFEM++ (column 4) : time in seconds (top value) and speedup
(bottom value). The speedup reference is OptV1 Matlab version.





























































































Computational cost of the MassW matrix assembly versus nq, with the OptV1 Matlab/Octave
version (columns 2, 3) and with FreeFEM++ (column 4) : time in seconds (top value) and speedup





























































































Computational cost of the Stiff matrix assembly versus nq, with the OptV1 Matlab/Octave
version (columns 2, 3) and with FreeFEM++ (column 4) : time in seconds (top value) and speedup
(bottom value). The speedup reference is OptV1 Matlab version.
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Computational cost of the Mass matrix assembly versus nq, with the OptV2 Matlab/Octave codes
(columns 2, 3) and with FreeFEM++ (column 4) : time in seconds (top value) and speedup (bottom




































































































Computational cost of the MassW matrix assembly versus nq, with the OptV2 Matlab/Octave
codes (columns 2, 3) and with FreeFEM++ (column 4) : time in seconds (top value) and speedup
(bottom value). The speedup reference is OptV2 Octave version.




































































































Computational cost of the Stiff matrix assembly versus nq, with the OptV2 Matlab/Octave
codes (columns 2, 3) and with FreeFEM++ (column 4) : time in seconds (top value) and speedup
(bottom value). The speedup reference is OptV2 Octave version.




1 function AElem=ElemMassMatP1 ( area )
2 AElem=(area /12)∗ [2 1 1 ; 1 2 1 ; 1 1 2 ] ;
Listing 17
ElemMassWMatP1.m
1 function AElem=ElemMassWMatP1( area ,w)
2 AElem=(area /30)∗ . . .
3 [ 3∗w(1)+w(2)+w(3 ) , w(1)+w(2)+w(3)/2 , w(1)+w(2)/2+w( 3 ) ; . . .
4 w(1)+w(2)+w(3)/2 , w(1)+3∗w(2)+w(3 ) , w(1)/2+w(2)+w( 3 ) ; . . .
5 w(1)+w(2)/2+w(3 ) , w(1)/2+w(2)+w(3 ) , w(1)+w(2)+3∗w( 3 ) ] ;
Listing 18
ElemStiffMatP1.m
1 function AElem=ElemStiffMatP1 (q1 , q2 , q3 , area )
2 M=[q2´q3 , q3´q1 , q1´q2 ] ;
3 AElem=(1/(4∗ area ) )∗M’∗M;
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B.2. Classical matrix assembly code.
Listing 19
MassAssemblingP1base.m
1 function M=MassAssemblingP1base (nq , nme ,me, areas )
2 M=sparse (nq , nq ) ;
3 for k=1:nme
4 E=ElemMassMatP1 ( areas (k ) ) ;
5 for i l =1:3
6 i=me( i l , k ) ;
7 for j l =1:3
8 j=me( j l , k ) ;






1 function M=MassWAssemblingP1base(nq , nme ,me, areas ,Tw)
2 M=sparse (nq , nq ) ;
3 for k=1:nme
4 for i l =1:3
5 i=me( i l , k ) ;
6 Twloc ( i l )=Tw( i ) ;
7 end
8 E=ElemMassWMatP1( areas ( k ) , Twloc ) ;
9 for i l =1:3
10 i=me( i l , k ) ;
11 for j l =1:3
12 j=me( j l , k ) ;






1 function R=Sti f fAssembl ingP1base (nq , nme , q ,me, ar eas )
2 R=sparse (nq , nq ) ;
3 for k=1:nme
4 E=ElemStiffMatP1 (q ( : ,me(1 , k ) ) , q ( : ,me(2 , k ) ) , q ( : ,me(3 , k ) ) , a r eas ( k ) ) ;
5 for i l =1:3
6 i=me( i l , k ) ;
7 for j l =1:3
8 j=me( j l , k ) ;
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B.3. Optimized matrix assembly codes - Version 0.
Listing 22
MassAssemblingP1OptV0.m
1 function M=MassAssemblingP1OptV0 (nq , nme ,me, areas )
2 M=sparse (nq , nq ) ;
3 for k=1:nme
4 I=me ( : , k ) ;




1 function M=MassWAssemblingP1OptV0(nq , nme ,me, areas ,Tw)
2 M=sparse (nq , nq ) ;
3 for k=1:nme
4 I=me ( : , k ) ;




1 function R=StiffAssemblingP1OptV0 (nq , nme , q ,me, ar eas )
2 R=sparse (nq , nq ) ;
3 for k=1:nme
4 I=me ( : , k ) ;
5 Me=ElemStiffMatP1 (q ( : ,me(1 , k ) ) , q ( : ,me(2 , k ) ) , q ( : ,me(3 , k ) ) , a r eas ( k ) ) ;
6 R( I , I )=R( I , I )+Me;
7 end
B.4. Optimized matrix assembly codes - Version 1.
Listing 25
MassAssemblingP1OptV1.m
1 function M=MassAssemblingP1OptV1 (nq , nme ,me, areas )
2 Ig=zeros (9∗nme , 1 ) ; Jg=zeros (9∗nme , 1 ) ;Kg=zeros (9∗nme , 1 ) ;
3
4 i i =[1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 ] ;
5 j j =[1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 ] ;
6 kk=1:9 ;
7 for k=1:nme
8 E=ElemMassMatP1 ( areas (k ) ) ;
9 Ig ( kk)=me( i i , k ) ;
10 Jg ( kk)=me( j j , k ) ;
11 Kg( kk)=E ( : ) ;
12 kk=kk+9;
13 end
14 M=sparse ( Ig , Jg ,Kg, nq , nq ) ;
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Listing 26
MassWAssemblingP1OptV1.m
1 function M=MassWAssemblingP1OptV1(nq , nme ,me, areas ,Tw)
2 Ig=zeros (9∗nme , 1 ) ; Jg=zeros (9∗nme , 1 ) ;Kg=zeros (9∗nme , 1 ) ;
3
4 i i =[1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 ] ;
5 j j =[1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 ] ;
6 kk=1:9 ;
7 for k=1:nme
8 E=ElemMassWMat( areas (k ) ,Tw(me( : , k ) ) ) ;
9 Ig ( kk)=me( i i , k ) ;
10 Jg ( kk)=me( j j , k ) ;
11 Kg( kk)=E ( : ) ;
12 kk=kk+9;
13 end
14 M=sparse ( Ig , Jg ,Kg, nq , nq ) ;
Listing 27
StiffAssemblingP1OptV1.m
1 function R=StiffAssemblingP1OptV1 (nq , nme , q ,me, ar eas )
2 Ig=zeros (nme∗9 , 1 ) ; Jg=zeros (nme∗9 , 1 ) ;
3 Kg=zeros (nme∗9 , 1 ) ;
4
5 i i =[1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 ] ;
6 j j =[1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 ] ;
7 kk=1:9 ;
8 for k=1:nme
9 Me=ElemStiffMatP1 (q ( : ,me(1 , k ) ) , q ( : ,me(2 , k ) ) , q ( : ,me(3 , k ) ) , a r eas ( k ) ) ;
10 Ig ( kk)=me( i i , k ) ;
11 Jg ( kk)=me( j j , k ) ;
12 Kg( kk)=Me ( : ) ;
13 kk=kk+9;
14 end
15 R=sparse ( Ig , Jg ,Kg, nq , nq ) ;
Appendix C. Matlab sparse trouble. In this part, we illustrate a problem
that we encountered in the development of our codes : decrease of the performances of
the assembly codes, for the classical and OptV0 versions, when migrating from release
R2011b to release R2012a or R2012b independently of the operating system used. In
fact, this comes from the use of the command M = sparse(nq,nq). We illustrate this
for the mass matrix assembly, by giving in Table C.1 the computation time of the
function MassAssemblingP1OptV0 for different Matlab releases.
This problem has been reported to the MathWorks’s development team :
As you have correctly pointed out, MATLAB 8.0 (R2012b) seems to perform
slower than the previous releases for this specific case of
reallocation in sparse matrices. I will convey this information to the
development team for further investigation and a possible fix in the
future releases of MATLAB. I apologize for the inconvenience.
To fix this issue in the releases R2012a and R2012b, it is recommended by the Matlab’s
technical support to use the function spalloc instead of the function sparse :
The matrix, ’M’ in the function ’MassAssemblingP1OptV0’ was initialized
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using SPALLOC instead of the SPARSE command since the maximum number of
non-zeros in M are already known.
Previously existing line of code:
M = sparse(nq,nq);
Modified line of code:
M = spalloc(nq, nq, 9*nme);
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